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Some notes on the Inka constellations
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Abstract. The research carried out so far on the identification of constellations in the Inka
civilisation is far from exhaustive, as there is both a great difficulty in obtaining the data and
much heterogeneity in the information gathered. A brief presentation is given here.
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1. Introduction
The knowledge of Inka constellations which are still used today in the Andes has

undergone a lucky series of ‘mutations’ and changes brought about by a strong syncretism
and in spite of the systematic neglect of the details behind it. They survive in the form of
legends and myths inherited from ancestors. Each town or each informant ‘interpreted’ in
its location the names and significance of celestial objects. It is important to emphasize
that within the astronomy of the Inkas there are two types of constellations: (a) Stellar
constellations or bright stars, made up of individual bright stars which constitute a
‘constellation’ and grouped together very much as in the greco-roman tradition of the
night sky. (b) Dark (or black) constellations, which are condensations of interstellar
gas and dust which appear as dark spots or silhouettes against the bright and diffuse
the Milky Way. It is well possible that he Inca culture was the only one with these
two simultaneous types of constellations on the sky. We can outline the approximate
correspondance of the constellations recovered to date, although much work remains to
be done. We also briefly discuss two of these constellations and their interpretation within
the context of the astronomy in the Inka culture.

2. Lluthu: a partridge in the coalsack
Within the so-called “Dark Constellations” of the Incas one stands out for being the

darkest and best represented : the bird that symbolises the Andean partridge or Lluthu,
also called Chaqwa in other regions, or P’isaqa, Yuktuq, etc. Lluthu is located in the
area occupied by the Southern Cross, to the left of Alpha Crucis and constitutes what is
currently called the Coalsack Dark Nebula. The shape of the “bag” seen in a cold clear
night without Moon and away from city lights is impressive: it is a round spot with a
small extension to the South that makes it easy to find. The little bird seems to look
towards the southern Celestial Pole. The constellation appears in the morning sky in
October and stays until July, i.e., until the end of the harvest of the tubers.
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Figure 1. Schematic guide to some dark constellations in the Inka culture. c© James Arévalo.

Table 1. Some constellations of the Inkas. Note that the location of the Inkas’ constella-
tions within the modern constellations does not contain or includes the same stars. Zones
are only for reference and asterisms/groups overlap partially only. Originally published at
http://qoyllur.blogspot.com/2009/06/constelaciones-inkas-un-listado.html

Stellar constellations (bright stars) Dark constellations

Sirius : Willka Wara (Sacred Star) Yakana or Qatachillay (Sidereal Llama)
Canopus : Qolla Wara (Star of the Qollas) Uña Llama or Huch’uy Llama (The Llama’s

offspring)
Achernar : k’ancha Wara (Bright star) or Qatachillay∗ Atoq (The Fox)
Antares : Choqechinchay (The Golden Feline) Michiq (The Shepherd)
Aldebaran : Chuchu Qoyllur (Star going forward or to the center)
or Chukchu Qoyllur (Star of Malaria)

Kuntur (The Condor)

M7 : Saramama (Corn Mother) or Saramanka (Corn Pot) Lluthu (The Partridge)∗

Pleiades : Qollqa (Warehouse) or Qoto (Bunch) Hanp’atu (The Toad)
Hyades : Qollqa Mach’aqway (The Snake, not to be confused

with Amaru)
Lira : Urkuchillay (The Small Silver Llama) Ukhumari (The Bear)‡
Scorpion : Choqechinchay or Amaru (Sacred Snake)∗ Taruka o Lluych’u (The Deer)‡
Orion : Hatun Chakana (The Big Cross) or Llaka Unancha
Llakachuqui∗

Southern Cross : Huch’uy Chakana (The Small Cross) Urk’uchillay (The Black Llama)
Pegasus : Thunawa (Batan to grind)
Tail of Scorpio : Qollqa
Galatic centre : Kukamama or Kukamanka (Mother Coca or Pot of
Coca)
Tail of Ursa Major : Yakumama (Giant Jungle Snake)

∗ There are two possible interpretations. ‡ Location uncertain.

3. Willkawara: Sirius the sacred star
Sirius (Alpha Canis Majoris) is the brightest star in the sky. In the Andes –particularly

in Cusco– it is almost exactly at the zenith at nightfall in the days near the Autumn
equinox (March 21). We know from ethnographic sources that in some villages the myth of
the ‘Sacred Star’ or Willkawara (from Sacred = Willka, Star = Wara) is still remembered.
The myth states that Willkawara is a star that appears at dusk with the rains of December
and comes to protect the crops of Andean farmers throughout the maturation period of
the potatoes to be harvested and stored. A curious fact on the presence of Willkawara in
the Cusco sky is that before Sirius reaches the zenith towards the end of February it is
a sign to pick and harvest the first potatoes that belong to the early sowing or maway,
whereas when Willkawara happens to be located in the western sky, after the peak in
March (a few weeks after the equinox), the expected harvest is largest.
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